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 dpcsf fd-1000c pfs-3-spdif pds-3-spdif sdi sda sdg sdd sdc sde sdi sda sdg sdd sdc sde sdi [~] # I wish to migrate this machine
to a new hard drive. How do I do this? How do I get the new (smaller) drive to boot on a different motherboard? A: First you
have to assemble your new drive (I assume you are talking about a SATA drive if I read your question correctly): sudo apt-get

install gparted sudo gparted Then you have to configure your MB to recognize the drive (depends on your model of MB if it is a
standard MB or a laptop MB) Then you boot from the live cd and you have to "gparted" and start the partioning process. Bio:

"One day, I was made to come out in the middle of the woods, I saw a man who was crying and seemed to be in pain. I took off
running as fast as I could, but then I got caught and was tied up like a pig in a field. " The man who captured him seemed to be

an old man, and he began abusing him even before the young man could speak a word, and he seemed to know what he was
saying. He took off his clothes, and dragged the young man to the ground. "The man seemed to be in complete control of the

young man, so I kept quiet. He got a hammer and smashed in 82157476af
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